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Abstract
We calculate the magnetic moments of heavy baryons in the Skyrme model in
the limit of infinite heavy quark mass. We show that the Skyrme model yields
the same limit as the nonrelativistic quark model when heavy vector mesons
are treated properly. The essential role of the magnetic moment coupling
terms in the electromagnetic interactions of heavy mesons is discussed.
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The structure of hadrons containing a single heavy quark (or antiquark) becomes inde-
pendent of the spin and flavor of the heavy quark as its mass (mQ) becomes sufficiently
larger than the typical scale of the strong interactions. [1] A consequence of such heavy
quark symmetries can be found in the spectrum of heavy hadrons; that is, the hadrons
come in degenerate doublets [2] with total spin j± = jℓ ± 12 (unless jℓ = 0) with jℓ being
the total angular momentum of the light degrees of freedom. In the Skyrme model (SM),
heavy baryons with a single heavy flavor are described by bound states of heavy mesons
and a soliton of a chiral lagrangian. [3] Recently, it has been shown that such heavy quark
symmetry can be consistently incorporated into this picture by introducing heavy vector
meson fields. [4–9] There, the heavy vector mesons play an essential role in making the Σ∗Q
and ΣQ states become degenerate in the infinite mass limit.
The magnetic moments also provide important informations on the baryon structure.
Although there are no experimental data for the heavy baryon magnetic moments, naive
predictions have been made in the phenomenological models such as nonrelativistic quark
model (NRQM) [10,11], bag model [12] and Skyrme Model [13,14]. In NRQM, the magnetic
moment of hadrons can be read off from their wave functions as a vector sum of the con-
tributions from their constituent quarks. The resulting magnetic moments with arbitrary
number of colors (Nc = 2k+1) are summarized in Table I for the heavy baryons of our con-
cern. There, µu, µd and µQ denote the corresponding magnetic moment of the constituent
quarks. Assuming that they are given by the charge-to-mass ratio, the magnetic moment of
the heavy quark µQ goes to 0 as mQ goes to infinity.
In the Skyrme model, the bound state approach has been shown to work well in repro-
ducing magnetic moments of the strange hyperons. [13,15] It is further applied to calculating
the magnetic moments of charm baryons [13] and bottom baryons [14]. Surprisingly, the
Skyrme model predictions are qualitatively very similar to those of NRQM. In SM, the
magnetic moments of heavy baryons are expressed in terms of four calculable quantities,
µsols , µ
sol
v , µ
hm
s and µ
hm
v , as given in Table I. The first two quantities come from the soliton
configuration, while the rest two come from the bound heavy mesons and vanish when the
heavy quark (thus the heavy mesons) becomes infinitely heavy. (See Ref. [13] for the details
on these quantities.) That is, in their works, both µhms and µ
hm
v are of order of 1/mQ while
they are of order of 1 in 1/Nc counting. On the other hand, comparing the NRQM and SM
results, one can easily find the relations between these quantities and the constituent quark
magnetic moments as
µsols = µu + µd, µ
hm
s = 2µQ,
µsolv =
2k+3
4
(µu − µd), µhmv = −14(µu − µd).
(1)
From these relations, one can see that as far as the 1/Nc order counting is concerned, µ
hm
s
and µhmv of Refs. [13,14] are consistent with NRQM. But there seems to be a discrepancy in
1/mQ order counting between the two models; NRQM predicts µ
hm
v to be O(N0cm0Q) while it
is O(N0cm−1Q ) in SM. (µhms is consistently of 1/mQ order in both models.) However, in Refs.
[13,14], the calculations have been done in the model [3] where the heavy vector meson fields
are integrated out in favor of the heavy pseudoscalar meson field, which breaks the heavy
quark symmetry seriously. So it will be interesting to see whether the above mentioned
discrepancy is an artifact of such an approximation. In this paper, we show that the SM
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and the NRQM have the same infinite heavy quark mass limit of the heavy baryon magnetic
moments when the heavy vector mesons are treated properly.
We will work with the effective lagrangian constructed by Wise [16] for the heavy mesons
interacting with Goldstone bosons, which reads
L = L(0)Σ − ivµTr(D(0)µ HH¯)− gTr(Hγ5γµA(0)µ H¯). (2)
Here, L(0)Σ denotes the chiral lagrangian for the Goldstone boson fields Σ = exp(iτ · pi/fπ):
L(0)Σ =
f 2π
4
Tr(∂µΣ
†∂µΣ) + · · · , (3)
where fπ is the pion decay constant and higher derivative terms are abbreviated by the
ellipses. The pseudoscalar (jπ = 0−) and vector (1−) heavy mesons fields, P and P ∗µ , are
combined into a 4× 4 matrix field H(x),
H(x) =
1 + vµγ
µ
2
(Pvγ5 − P ∗v,µγµ), (4)
where the subscript v of the field operator denotes that they are the fields moving with
a four-velocity vµ. The field H(x) has an antidoublet structure in the isospin space, and
transforms as
H
χ−→ Hh†, (5)
under the chiral transformation, while
Σ
χ−→ LΣR†, ξ ≡
√
Σ
χ−→ Lξh† = hξR†, (6)
with L ∈ SUL(2), R ∈ SUR(2) and h being an SU(2) matrix depending on L, R and ξ. The
chiral covariant derivative D(0)µ acting on H is defined as
D(0)µ H = ∂µH +HV(0)†µ . (7)
The vector and axial vector fields, V(0)µ and A(0)µ , are defined in terms of ξ as
V(0)µ = 12(ξ†∂µξ + ξ∂µξ†),
A(0)µ = i2(ξ†∂µξ − ξ∂µξ†).
(8)
The superscript ‘(0)’ is adopted to distinguish the objects from those after electromagnetic
couplings. Finally, g is a universal constant for the heavy meson couplings to the pions.
Referring the details to Ref. [5], we first briefly describe the bound state approach. With
a suitable stabilizing term, the nonlinear lagrangian L(0)Σ supports a classical soliton solution
in the form of Σ0(r) = exp[iτ ·rˆF (r)] with F (r) satisfying the boundary conditions F (0) = pi
and F (r)
r→∞−→ 0. It provides static potentials to the heavy mesons so that they form a bound
object which carries a baryon number due to the soliton configuration and a heavy flavor
coming from the bound heavy mesons. In mQ → ∞ limit, the heavy mesons just sit at
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the center of the soliton and the binding energy of this system can be naively estimated as
3
2
gF ′(0) with F ′(0) being the slope of F (r) at the center.
Because of the hedgehog configuration the isospin (Ih) and the angular momentum (L)
of the heavy mesons become correlated, while the heavy quark spin (SQ) decouples as a
consequence of the heavy quark symmetry. Thus, the soliton–heavy-meson bound states
come out as eigenstates of the ‘light quark grand spin’ [Kℓ ≡ (S − SQ) + L + Ih with the
heavy meson spin S], heavy quark spin and parity. For example, the wave function of the
eigenmode with kℓ=0, sQ=±12 which is the lowest bound state is obtained as
H0,0,± 1
2
(r) = f(r)
1 + γ0
8
√
2pi
φ±[γ5 − γ · τ ](τ · r), (9)
where f(r) is a radial function that is strongly peaked at the origin and φ± is the isospin
basis for the antidoublet structure of the heavy mesons. (See Refs. [5,9] for details.) The
heavy meson field can be expanded in terms of these eigenmodes as
H(x) =
∑
n
Hn(r)e
−iεntan, (10)
with the heavy meson annihilation operator an (n = kℓ, kℓ,3, sQ). We will denote a single-
particle Fock state as |n〉 = a†n|vac〉, where the heavy mesons occupy the corresponding
bound state of the specified quantum numbers.
The quantization can be done by introducing collective coordinates to the zero modes as-
sociated with the invariance under simultaneous isospin rotation of the soliton field together
with the heavy meson field:
ξ(r, t) = C(t)ξ0(r)C
†(t),
H(r, t) = Hbf(r, t)C
†(t).
(11)
Here, Hbf represents the heavy meson field in the rotating frame. Assuming sufficiently slow
collective rotation, we can expand it in terms of the unchanged classical eigenmodes (10).
In this collective coordinate quantization scheme, the isospin of the heavy meson field is
transmuted into the part of the spin; the isospin operator I and the spin operator J of the
soliton–heavy-meson bound system are given by
Ia = Dab(C)Rb,
J = R+Kbf.
(12)
Here, R is the ‘rotor-spin’ operator associated with the collective rotation, Dab(C)[≡
1
2
Tr(τaCτbC
†)] is the SU(2) adjoint representation associated with the collective variables
andKbf is the grand spin operator of the heavy meson fields in the isospin co-moving system.
The wave functions of the rotor spin states are the Wigner D-functions,
√
2i+ 1D(i)m1m2(C)
which satisfy
R2D(i)m1,m2(C) = i(i+ 1)D
(i)
m1,m2
(C),
R3D
(i)
m1,m2
(C) = −m2D(i)m1,m2(C),
I3D
(i)
m1,m2
(C) = m1D
(i)
m1,m2
(C).
(13)
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Since the heavy quark spin decouples, it is convenient to classify the heavy baryons by
the spin of the light degrees of freedom. The corresponding operator J ℓ is given by
J ℓ = J − SQ = R+Kℓ. (14)
The heavy baryon states with quantum numbers jℓ, jℓ,3 (spin of light degrees of freedom)
and i, i3 (isospin) are obtained by linear combinations of direct products of the rotor-spin
states |i;m1, m2} and the single-particle Fock state |kπℓ , kℓ,3, sQ〉. For example, jℓ=0 and
jℓ=1 states are obtained by combining i=0 and 1 rotor-spin states to kℓ=0 heavy meson
bound state, respectively:
|jℓ=0, 0, sQ; i=0, 0〉〉 = D(0)0,0|kℓ=0, 0; sQ〉,
|jℓ=1, mℓ, sQ; i=1, i3〉〉 =
√
3D
(1)
i3,−mℓ|kℓ=0, 0; sQ〉.
(15)
Conventional ΛQ, ΣQ and Σ
∗
Q states are obtained by combining the heavy quark spin and
jℓ.
The magnetic moments of the heavy baryons can be obtained by taking the expectation
value of the corresponding operator
µ = 1
2
∫
d3r r × jem, (16)
with respect to the states given in Eq. (15). Here, jem is the electromagnetic current, which
can be derived by gauging the electromagnetic U(1) symmetry of the lagrangian. Under the
electromagnetic U(1) transformation, the chiral field and the heavy meson field transform
as
Σ
U(1)−→ eiQλΣ e−iQλ,
H
U(1)−→ eiQ′λH e−iQλ,
(17)
and similar equation for ξ. Here, Q is the charge matrix associated with the light quark
doublet, Q = diag(2
3
,−1
3
), and Q′ is the charge of the heavy quark Q [Q′(Q = c) = 2
3
,
Q′(Q = b) = −1
3
]. The minimal coupling of the electromagnetic field αµ can be achieved
by replacing all the plain derivatives in the lagrangian (2) by the corresponding covariant
derivatives:
∂µΣ⇒ DµΣ = ∂µΣ− ieαµ[Q,Σ],
V(0)µ ⇒ Vµ= 12(ξ†Dµξ + ξDµξ†)=V(0)µ +ieαµ(Q−QV ),
A(0)µ ⇒ Aµ= i2(ξ†Dµξ−ξDµξ†)=A(0)µ +eαµQA,
D(0)µ H ⇒ DµH = ∂µH+HV†µ−ieαµ(Q′H−HQ)
= D(0)µ H−ieαµ(Q′H−HQV ),
(18)
where QV = 12(ξ†Qξ + ξQξ†) and QA = 12(ξ†Qξ − ξQξ†). Note that the SU(2) flavor
symmetry is broken by the electromagnetic interactions. However, the charge operator Q
has an equal mixture of 3L and 3R since the electromagnetic interactions conserve parity.
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However, such a minimal coupling cannot incorporate the radiative transition like
P ∗ → Pγ, because Vµ (Aµ) contains only an even (odd) number of pions interacting electro-
magnetically; that is, the kinetic term of Eq. (2) gives rise to contact terms with one photon
and even-number pion emissions, while the interaction term yields those with odd-number
of pions. The lowest order interaction term that contributes to P ∗ → Pγ is [17–19]
Lmag = κ
2
FµνTr(Hσ
µνQV H¯), (19)
where Fµν = ∂µαν − ∂ναµ and σµν = i2 [γµ, γν]. It comes from the “anomalous” magnetic
moment of the heavy vector mesons due to their internal structure.1 If the heavy mesons
are so strongly bound that they have zero bound-state radius, the magnetic moment of the
heavy vector mesons will take the canonical value e/mP ∗ [20] and would vanish at the infinite
heavy meson mass limit. On the other hand, the NRQM provides a simple prediction for κ
[17]:
κ =
e
2mu
= 3
2
µu, (20)
which is in the range of the fitted value given in Ref. [18].
Now, the electromagnetic current can be directly read off from the lagrangian (2) and
(19) as
jµem =
1
48pi2
εµνλρTr(Σ†∂νΣΣ
†∂λΣΣ
†∂ρΣ) + ie
f 2π
2
Tr(Σ†Q∂µΣ + ΣQ∂µΣ†) + · · ·
−eQ′vµTr(HH¯) + evµTr(HQV H¯)− egTr(Hγ5γµQAH¯) + κ∂ν [Tr(HσµνQV H¯)],
(21)
where we have included the “baryon number” current as the isoscalar component of the
electromagnetic current coming from the soliton. The ellipsis denotes the contributions
of higher derivative terms in the chiral lagrangian L(0)Σ . The magnetic moment operator
can be obtained by substituting the space component of the electromagnetic current into
Eq. (16) with the ‘rotating fields’ of Eq. (11). Since v is of order of 1/mQ and the bound
heavy mesons are strongly peaked at the origin where QA vanishes, the contribution of heavy
mesons to the magnetic moments comes only from the last term. Finally, we are led to
1In Ref. [17], the authors work with the conventional pseudoscalar and vector fields to describe
the heavy mesons with finite masses. One can easily obtain Eq. (19) by substituting
P = e−imP v·x 1√
m
P
Pv ,
P ∗µ = e
−imP∗v·x 1√
m
P∗
P ∗v,µ,
into their lagrangian L(2)PP ∗ and keeping the leading order terms in 1/mP . In Ref. [18], the “bare”
charge matrix Q is adopted instead of the “dressed” one QV . Although both yield the same
transition rates for the process P ∗ → Pγ at tree level, using QV seems to give the correct result
in our work. There also can be a term FµνTr(H¯σ
µνQ′H) in Lmag, but it is suppressed by 1/mQ.
[17,18]
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µ3=µ
sol
s R3 − 2µsolv D33(C)
−2κ
∫
d3r Tr[Hbf(−12σ3)C†QV CH¯bf].
(22)
(See, e.g., Ref. [13] for explicit forms of µsols,v.) When the expectation value of the last term
with heavy meson field operators is taken with respect to the single-particle Fock state
|kℓ= 0, 0, sQ〉 of Eq. (15), the magnetic moment operator is reduced to a form of
µ3=µ
sol
s R3 − 2(µsolv + µhmv )D33(C), (23)
where2
µhmv = −14κ, (24)
which acts on the rotor-spin states in Eq. (15). In this formula, it can be seen that the
heavy mesons do not contribute to the isoscalar part of the magnetic moment so that µhms
is O(N0cm−1Q ), which is consistent with the NRQM. The expectation value of R3 and D33(C)
with respect to the rotor spin states D(1)m1m2(C) are −m2 and m1m2/2, respectively. The
magnetic moments of the conventional heavy baryons such as ΣQ and Σ
∗
Q can be obtained
by multiplying a factor that appears in combining the heavy quark spin to jℓ, which yields
exactly the same results of Table I but with nonvanishing µhmv in the infinite heavy quark
mass limit. Therefore, Lmag of Eq. (19) gives a contribution of O(N0cm0Q) that was missing
in the earlier calculations [13,14]. Note also that, with the NRQM estimation of κ given by
Eq. (20), we can reproduce the last relation of Eq. (1). When the two parameters µsols and
µsolv are adjusted to fit the nucleon magnetic moments, both models predict on the heavy
baryon magnetic moments as
µ(ΛQ) = 0, µ(Σ
0
Q) =
2
9
µp,
µ(Σ+1Q ) =
8
9
µp, µ(Σ
−1
Q ) = −49µp,
(25)
in the infinite heavy quark mass limit. [µ(Σ∗Q)’s are given by the relation µ(Σ
∗
Q) =
3
2
µ(ΣQ).]
As a summary we have shown that the Skyrme model could yield the same heavy baryon
magnetic moments as NRQM in the limit of the heavy quark mass going to infinity if heavy
vector mesons are treated properly. This study tells us that the “anomalous” coupling
term(s) in the Lagrangian for the electromagnetic transition of the heavy vector mesons can
play a nontrivial role in the Skyrme model calculations on these physical quantities. Their
contributions to the isovector part of the magnetic moments are of the next leading order in
1/Nc counting but of the leading order in the 1/mQ expansion. Actually, in the literature
[15,21], the Skyrme model estimations on the baryon magnetic moments have suffered from
too small isovector part. The inclusion of the vector mesons [22] into the model, which has
been expected to cure the problem, could not solve this problem completely although it
improved the model predictions. So it will be interesting to see how much the incorporation
2If one has used Q in Eq. (19) instead of QV , he would have obtained µhmv = + 112κ.
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of the “anomalous” coupling terms (e.g., K∗Kγ and ρpiγ terms) into the magnetic moment
calculations improves the results.
In this work, we have worked with finite Nc but with infinite heavy quark mass. In Refs.
[23,24], it was shown that the kinetic effects of the heavy mesons give nontrivial corrections in
the mass spectrum. In order to have more realistic predictions on the magnetic moments of
the heavy baryons with finite masses, one should take into account the finite mass corrections
on these physical quantities. Such a work is in progress and the results will be presented in
a further publication [25].
We are very grateful to D.-P. Min, T.-S. Park and N.N. Scoccola for helpful discussions
and to M. Rho for the large Nc interpretation of our result. This work was supported in
part by the National Science Council of ROC under Grant No. NSC84-2811-M002-036 and
in part by the Korea Science and Engineering Foundation through the SRC program.
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TABLES
TABLE I. Magnetic moment of heavy baryons. The superscripts (0,±1) are the isospin pro-
jections, therefore, Σ+1Q means Σ
+
b for Q=b and Σ
++
c for Q=c.
Particle NRQM (Nc=2k + 1) [11] SM [13]
p 13 [(k + 3)µu − kµd] 12µsols + 23µsolv
n 13 [(k + 3)µd − kµu] 12µsols − 23µsolv
ΛQ µQ
1
2µ
hm
s
Σ+1Q
1
3 [(k + 3)µu − (k − 1)µd]− 13µQ 16(4µsols − µhms ) + 23(µsolv + µhmv )
Σ0Q
2
3(µu + µd)− 13µQ 16(4µsols − µhms )
Σ−1Q
1
3 [(k + 3)µd − (k − 1)µu]− 13µQ 16(4µsols − µhms )− 23(µsolv + µhmv )
Σ∗+1Q
1
2 [(k + 3)µu − (k − 1)µd] + µQ µsols + 12µhms + (µsolv + µhmv )
Σ∗0Q µu + µd + µQ µ
sol
s +
1
2µ
hm
s
Σ∗−1Q
1
2 [(k + 3)µd − (k − 1)µu] + µQ µsols + 12µhms − (µsolv + µhmv )
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